Why this book?

Choosing to build a new home can be a daunting task. As you start out on this long but rewarding process, it is important to know the options and opportunities you have for creating the home of your dreams. But where to begin? Hopefully this manual will help answer that question. This booklet describes a conventional design approach involving a client (you), an architect, and a builder. However, there are different possible solutions. Exciting progress has been made in the area of prefabricated homes that can be purchased and installed at much lower prices than conventional housing, and often with better results. By choosing not to design your own home you can skip several of the steps outlined in this booklet.
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1 Research Your Options
1 Research your options

Prefabricated Housing

Modular Housing

Mobile Housing

Purchasing a Floorplan

Custom Design Process

(1) Wind Catcher for Summer Ventilation
(2) Solar Array
(3) High Level of Insulation
(4) Biomass Boiler
Prefabricated, Modular, and Mobile... What’s the difference?

The differences between prefabricated, modular, and mobile housing are often unclear. In this book we will use the following rule of thumb:

- If the home is a “kit of parts” that some labor has been completed on it is **prefabricated**.
- If the home comes in a few large sections that were assembled in a factory it is **modular**.
- Finally, if the home is built on a steel frame and considered movable it is probably a **mobile** home [think single, double, or triple wide].

Prefabricated Homes

Prefabricated homes are a recent development in making architecture commercially accessible. There are many different systems that can compose a prefabricated house including:
- Stick built
- Structurally Insulated Panels [SIPs]
  - High insulation value [R-25]
  - Very strong
  - Extremely lightweight
- Precast concrete
  - High strength in compression
  - Low maintenance
  - Easily available
  - Fire resistant
- Shipping containers
- Structural Steel members

For information on specific model homes, please see the Resources section at the end of the book.

Advantages:
1. Quick assembly
2. Cheaper to transport than modular housing because it is broken down into smaller pieces
3. Not limited in size like a modular or mobile home
4. More customizable because units can be reconfigured more easily
5. 10-20% cheaper to build than ‘site built’ homes
6. Come in a wide range of architectural styles (see images at left)

Disadvantages:
1. More “on-site” labor than modular or mobile homes
2. Careful handling of prefabricated components such as concrete panels or steel and glass panels is required.
3. Purchase and transportation of assembled materials can cost more than purchasing materials locally.
Prefabricated Homes
Modular Homes

Advantages:
1. Reduced need for formwork, shuttering and scaffolding.
2. Reduced construction time.
3. On-site construction and congestion is minimized.
4. Better quality control due to assembly line production.
5. Construction can be located where skilled labor is more readily available and costs of labor, power, materials, space and overheads are lower.
6. Time spent in bad weather or hazardous environments at the construction site is minimized.
7. Less waste may be generated and in a factory setting it may be easier to recycle it back into the manufacturing process, for instance it is less costly to recycle scrap metal generated in a metal fabrication shop than on the construction site.

Disadvantages:
1. Attention has to be paid to the strength and corrosion-resistance of the joining of modules to avoid failure of the joints. If not, leaks can form at joints in modules.
2. Transportation costs may be higher for modules than for the materials of which they are made.
3. Large modules require heavy-duty cranes and precision measurement and handling to place in position.
Manufactured or Mobile Homes

Advantages:
1. $20,000+ for a basic single wide mobile home (600-800 sq. ft) and $90,000+ for double or triple wide (2000-2200 sq. ft). Mobile homes have the cheapest construction.
2. Fast and easy to install.
4. Have the potential for future relocation.

Disadvantages:
1. Rapid depreciation. A home of with an initial coat of $70,000 will be worth $40,000-$50,000 in 10 years.
2. They are inherently narrow and long and the outer shells are generally made of thin materials.
3. More costly to heat and cool due to lower insulation values.
4. Little flexibility in floorplan.
5. Not built to the same strict building codes and standards as modular and site-built homes. Usually do not have a basement and do not stand up well to severe weather conditions. Unlike other housing options, mobile homes are not assembled in place, and essential structural members are not anchored to foundations.
**Purchase a Floorplan**

**Advantages:**
1. Choose your own builder
2. Select your own finishes, colors, etc.
3. Cheaper than having an architect design for you.
4. Small changes to plans may be possible.
5. May be able to see a built example before you buy.

**Disadvantages:**
1. Less control over appearance, spatial configuration, etc.
2. Difficult to tailor to climatic needs for optimum sustainability
3. May require the use of specific systems or materials that are difficult to locate in your region.

*Source 42*
Custom Design Process

This is the process the remainder of this booklet will walk you through. As architects, of course we feel this is the most beneficial method to creating the best home possible for your individual needs, for the regional climate, and your particular site.

Advantages:
1. Because the house is designed specifically for your needs it can be customized in any way you want.
2. Heat and cool less square footage because house is not bigger than you want it to be.
3. Your home is one of a kind, made especially for you.
4. The house can also be tailored to meet your budget needs.
5. Assurance that all your local building codes will be met.
6. The home can be designed to take advantage of site-specific views, the micro-climate, and the lot size.
7. Highest potential for energy efficiency, passive thermal and lighting systems, and environmentally friendly construction.

Disadvantages:
1. You will have to pay an architect’s design fees.
2. The process will require more of your time through the design and construction process.
2 Selection of the Design Team
2 Selection of the Design Team

Select an architect or architecture firm

When choosing an architect it is important to do research in advance. Ask to view their portfolio to see if you have similar taste. Ask them what kind of knowledge, experience, and skills they have in green design. A firm that employs at least one United States Green Building Council (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) accredited professional is a good place to start. It is also important to ask for references. Previous clients can give you insight into how reliable and successful a design firm is.

Similarly, if there is a building in town that you like, do not be afraid to inquire who the architect is. Referred business is the number one compliment any design firm can receive.

Select appropriate professionals for the expanded design team

In many cases the architect you select can help you select a good builder, landscape architect, engineer, etc. Depending on your contract, the architect may hire some of those services for you. Once again, references are important, as is selecting professionals who have experience working toward your goals. It is especially important to look for individuals who are skilled at value/cost analysis, energy simulation, green expertise, and facilitation of integrated design tactics (or how well they can work with other design professionals on the team).
Why have an integrated design team?

An integrated design team can help you set realistic environmental performance targets. As the owner, you will be an integral part of this team. The performance targets you set should be appropriate to the site of your building and your particular needs. Take special care when addressing the following issues:

- Energy (Energy Use, Energy Source, Clean Energy Transport)
- Water (Water Use, Water Filtration, Human Waste, Ground Water Recharge)
- Landscape (Integrated Pest Management, Green Space, Native Plantings and Wildlife Habitat)
- Materials (Recycled Materials, Efficient Materials, Salvaged Materials, Local Materials, Durable and Low Maintenance)
- Waste (Recycling and Composting Facilities)
- Construction Practices (Construction Waste, Reuse Topsoil, Vegetation and Watercourse Protection)
- Indoor Environmental Quality (Air Pollutant Emissions, Ventilation Effectiveness and Air Filtration, System Commissioning and Cleaning, Daylighting)
- Economic Performance (Life-Cycle Assessment, Capital Cost Accounting)
3 Program Planning
Drafting your project program is one of the most difficult but rewarding steps of building a new house. A program is like a recipe for your new building. It lists what spaces should be designed into the new house and how many square feet they are. Design professionals will follow this ‘recipe’ to design the home of your dreams.

### How to make a program:

#### Outline your needs.
Consider spaces you had in your last residence. Which were essential, which were not used, and which did you wish you had? Try to estimate how many square feet each space should be and what spaces they should be adjacent to. Should your house be one story or two? The more information you give your architect, the more successful the project will be overall.

#### Identify potential shared and adjacent spaces.
Can the formal dining room double as a guest bedroom? Get creative and save money! For more information about grouping spaces see Section 7: Building Passive Systems Design.

#### Prioritize the spaces in terms of importance.
Consider which spaces are the most beneficial and which spaces are the most costly.

#### Determine your budget.
Be realistic. How much money do you want to invest in your house? Do you prefer more space and fewer details, or a high quality finish with a lower square-footage? You may want to discuss this with your banker if you are planning to take out loans. It is important to keep at least 10 percent of your budget back for incidentals, as many projects go over budget.

#### Do the math.
Add up the total amount of square feet you require and divide it by the amount of money you are willing to spend. You will then know the number of dollars per square foot of house you will be able to spend. In 2006, the average price per square foot of home in the Midwest was $86.96.²

### Reduce, Reduce, Reduce
You will probably have to go through these steps several times to arrive at reasonable expectations. Each time try to eliminate the things that are not absolutely necessary while combining spaces that are. Remember, the smaller your home, the less money and resources it will require each month you live in it.
4 Site Analysis

Climate
Sun
Wind
Water
Climate

Greensburg is located in a temperate climate, categorized by “an equal distribution of overheated and under-heated periods... seasonal winds from the northwest and south along with periods of high humidity and large amounts of precipitation, [and] intermittent periods of clear sunny days are followed by extended periods of cloudy overcast days.”

Based on this information, there are several objectives to accomplish in a temperate climate. The objectives for a temperate climate are to “maximize warming effects of sun in winter, maximize shade in summer, reduce impact of winter wind but allow air circulation in summer.”
Greensburg is located at 37.602N latitude and -99.292W longitude. Its elevation is 2,234 feet. What this means is that on the winter solstice at noon the sun will strike the ground at approximately 25 degrees. On the summer solstice at noon the sun will strike the ground at approximately 85 degrees. This information can be applied to the design of your home and landscape in many ways to save you money on heating, cooling, and lighting, as well as contributing to the overall aesthetic of your home.

The above sun path diagram is read as if the sun were being cast on a flat surface, with the horizon as the outer circle and the observer in the middle. The concentric circles represent the angle of the sun above the sun, or its height in the sky. The radial lines represent the sun’s angle relative to due north. The top line represents the sun’s path on the summer solstice, June 21st. The bottom represents the sun’s path on the winter solstice, December 21st or 22nd. The lines in between are the 21st day of each month, March and September being one in the same.
Sun

Based on the information from the chart, one can visualize the sun’s effect on a site. One example can be modeled in 3D as shown in the image below.

From this inventory of sun’s angles we can analyze their effects on the site year round, as shown on the following page.
From an inventory of sun’s angles we can analyze their effects on the site year round, as shown in the image above.

Sun angles can also be analyzed in section, as shown in the image to the left, for noon in summer and winter. Knowing these angles in section, one can start to determine heights of objects that may be used to block or allow sun.
Wind

To determine the wind patterns for Greensburg, refer to the climatic zone that it is in. Similar to that of St. Louis, Missouri, it is known as "temperate continental." The wind rose (at right) for St. Louis can be used loosely to predict the seasonal winds for Greensburg. The wind rose tells us that in the winter the winds are predominantly from West North West and in the summer they are predominantly from due South.
WATER

Annual Precipitation
Greensburg, Kansas receives an average of 24-26 inches a year. This average rainfall data can assist the homeowner in making decisions about building material and plant materials.

Drought
Drought is a possibility in Kansas and the chance of drought should be considered when designing a private lot. For information on Kansas Drought Watch from the USGS, see the Resources section.

Flood
Along with periods of drought, Kansas is susceptible to flooding. For more information on the Kansas Flood Watch, see the Resources Section.

Source 105
Water

Aquifer Recharge
Greensburg, Kansas is above the Ogallala Aquifer, or High Plains Aquifer. This underground water table is one of the world’s largest and is a source of fresh water and water for irrigation for much of the eight states in its area. Currently, more water is being taken out than being put back into the aquifer. Through sustainable practices and conservation of this natural resource, more water can be put back in the ground instead of on the surface and the aquifer can be recharged.¹⁰⁴ For more information on the Ogallala Aquifer, see the Resources section.
When choosing to develop a site, the developer or contractor should analyze it to ensure the development would be safe for the environment. Development of “green” homes should not contribute to the degradation or loss of agriculture and natural resource lands. It is best to evaluate potential building sites for the following criteria prior to purchasing the land, or make sure the criteria are addressed by the designer during the conceptual design phase. In order to evaluate potential building sites, it may be necessary to utilize landscape architects, ecologists, environmental engineers, civil engineers, and similar professionals.\(^{62}\)

When selecting land for development, avoid environmentally sensitive land or precious resource land. According to LEED certification standards, this may include:

- Land whose elevation is lower than the 100-year flood as defined by FEMA.
- Land which is specifically identified as habitat for any species on Federal or State threatened or endangered lists.
- Land within 100 feet of any water including wetlands... and isolated wetlands or areas of special concern identified by state or local rule, or within distances given in applicable state or local regulations.
- Land which prior to acquisition for the project was public parkland, unless land of equal or greater value as parkland is accepted in trade by the public landowner.
- Land defined as prime farmland by the United States Department of Agriculture.\(^{62}\)
Site Selection

Homes should be developed near or within existing communities. Preferably the site should be an infill or previously developed site, meaning building a new home where another home once was. This is best because utilities and infrastructure already exist, such as sewers and water supply. Within ½ mile of existing water service lines and sewer service lines is recommended by LEED standards. The reason for this is to encourage the efficient use and reuse of land, and to minimize fragmentation of undeveloped land by channeling development to locations immediately adjacent to existing development.62

Development of homes should be encouraged in patterns that allow for walking or biking as alternative means of transportation to necessary services. This means homes should be built within ¼ to ½ mile from at least seven basic community resources. Community resources can include schools, banks, supermarkets, etc. This objective reduces energy consumption from vehicular transportation and also encourages a more active, healthy lifestyle.62 Land that is suitable for development is defined as land that:

- is a short walk from public transit, pedestrian and bicycle routes
- exists in an already-urbanized area
- is walking distance from amenities, such as a grocery store
- is already serviced by urban infrastructure such as roads and utilities.12
6 Site Design
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Soil

Soil on a site must be healthy enough to grow plant material, stable enough to build on, and controlled to prevent erosion. This section outlines ways the soil on a private lot can be “green.”

Minimize Effects of Construction

The process and operations of constructing a home on a site can have several damaging effects on a site. These include disturbing existing vegetation and drainage ways, compacting soil, which prevents the proper amounts of air and water to access the soil, as well as creating a situation for soil to erode. These negative affects on the site can be minimized with a few extra measures.

Minimize Disturbed Areas

A guaranteed way of preventing damage to a site is to ensure parts of the site are not disturbed during construction. On a smaller site, such as a private residential lot, this can be difficult. In some cases, there may be large trees or plant material that can be preserved which should be clearly marked on construction documents and protected from construction vehicles. The U.S. Green Building Council recommends leaving at least 40% of the site undisturbed. Designing a building that has a small footprint with more floors reduces the area on the site needed for construction operations. Using clearly marked “do not disturb” zones and even creating punishments for contractors that disturb these zones is also an option. Using areas that will be paved as areas for storing equipment can also reduce the impact on the site as well as prevent unnecessary compaction.
Soil

Compaction
Preventing or reducing compaction of soils should be a goal during the construction of a home, as compressed soil can reduce a plant’s ability to grow roots as well as prevent water to penetrate the soil. For the private lot owner, this can simply mean making sure heavy construction equipment is used minimally. In yards or gardens, foot traffic is usually to blame for soil compaction. Tips on tilling or aerating compacted soil can be found in the References section of this document.

Erosion Control
Erosion of soil happens when wind or water breaks up and moves soil from its original location, often too much soil erosion can pollute water or disturb natural processes. There are many ways to prevent erosion, most of which are done at a large scale. However, some things can be done on a private lot during the process of construction when soil is disturbed the most. These include protecting stripped and stockpiled soil from erosion using products such as erosion control blankets, especially on steeper slopes. It is recommended these controls must function until landscaping is in place. Consider seeking a professional opinion when implementing erosion control measures. More information on these products can be found in the Resources section of this document.
Healthy Soil

“Healthy soils allow rainwater to penetrate, preventing excess runoff, sedimentation, erosion and flooding.” Simple practices can be implemented to ensure healthy soil on a private lot.

Use Compost

Compost is used to bring nutrients and necessary organisms to the soil. “Compost helps sandy soils hold nutrients and water, loosens clay soils and feeds the beneficial soil life so it can feed and protect your plants.” Performing a soil test will help determine if your soil could benefit from compost. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has several tips on making compost.

Whether compost is made or bought in bags or in bulk, it is beneficial to soil. One to three inches of compost should be mixed with the top 6-12 inches of topsoil when making new planting beds or planting a lawn. Compost can also be applied to existing lawns using a quarter to a half inch every spring or fall. The easiest way to make compost is to reuse waste from food products or yard waste. Things like leaves, flowers, and grass clippings can be used in a compost pile. Along with yard waste, food scraps such as vegetable scraps and coffee grounds can be used as well. Be careful not to use food containing meat, dairy or oils as they can attract pests. Tips on creating a compost pile can be found in the Resources section. Compost piles are usually very low maintenance, however when starting from scratch, there are a few things to be aware of. The pile should be turned and mixed every few weeks to circulate moisture and air. Watering the compost pile in dry weather is also recommended.

Compost can be collected easily in a bin or tumbler, often made from wood or plastic. Information about the variety of compost bins can be found in the Resources section.
Soil

Use Mulch
Mulch is used to stabilize soil temperature, prevent the growth of weeds, bring valuable nutrients to plants, as well as conserve water. Mulch can be used in flower beds and vegetable gardens and usually comes in the form of shredded wood. Shredded leaves, compost, or grass clippings can also be used as mulch. The EPA suggests using no more than three inches of mulch in landscaping beds. It is also important to keep mulch about an inch away from stems and tree trunks to prevent rotting. Mulch can even be used on lawns. After cutting the lawn, the grass clippings will quickly decompose and release nutrients into the soil, which can reduce the need for fertilizer. Tips on mulching can be found on the NRCS website in the Resources section.

Minimize fertilizer
When using fertilizer on annual plants like vegetable gardens, try to use a “natural”, “organic”, or “slow-release” fertilizer. These feed plants slowly and evenly, reducing the nutrient run-off into ground and surface waters. Using excess chemicals can be very harmful to drinking water and wildlife. Reading product labels and being aware of what you’re purchasing is very important. See the Resources section for organic fertilizers for specific soil needs.
The placement and care of plant material should be addressed when greening a private lot. This section outlines principles to follow to make a lot’s landscaping environmentally friendly.

**Pest Control**

When choosing and maintaining plant material, it is important to consider the impact of insects or disease on the chosen plants. If not dealt with properly, pests can cause harm to the environment through improper use of pesticides or simply create an unhealthy lawn or garden.

**Prevention**

Preventing pests from becoming a problem should be the first step in dealing with pests in your landscape. Be sure to select pest and disease-resistant cultivars or varieties of plant material. Using a variety of plants also reduces the spread of pests and diseases. Removing dead plants before insects have a place to hide is another prevention method.\(^2\)
Replace Problem Plants
Plants that have become infested with pests or have developed a disease should be removed from the site to prevent the spread of the pest. Even a tree or large shrub should be removed and replaced with a more tolerant or resistant variety of plant material.

Identify Real Pests
Not all insects are pests, in fact, less than one percent of insect species are considered pests. Natural enemies of pests should be given time to establish and control the pest.

Use “Natural” Pesticides
Use “Natural” Pesticides should be used as a last resort and when the pest threatens to cause serious damage to the host. Always choose a pesticide that is least harmful to natural enemies. More information about organic pesticides is listed in the Resource section.

Use the Right Product
Read the label of the chosen pesticide carefully, to protect yourself, children, pets, and the environment. The EPA has initiated a “Read the Label First” Campaign. For more information, see the Resources section.
**Landscaping**

**Irrigation**

When creating a landscape plan for a private lot, it is important to consider how watering the plants will impact the environment. Utilizing an efficient system and choosing plants that require less water are great ways to save water, and money.

**Minimize Need**

Selecting plant material such as trees or shrubs that only need rainfall is one way to minimize the need for irrigation. Using compost and mulch to hold water and reduce evaporation also reduces the need to water certain plants or beds.

**Less is More**

Be aware of how much water your plant material needs. Watering too much or too little is often the cause of many plant problems. Be sure to only water what the plant requires and no more. It is also recommended to “water deeply, but infrequently” meaning the soil should be allowed to partially dry out between waterings.

A loss of shine or footprints remaining after you walk across the lawn indicates the need to water. Vegetables and other annuals should be watered at the first sign of wilting and tougher perennials need water “only if they stay droopy after it cools off in the evening.” Trees and shrubs do not require watering after 2-5 years except in very dry years.

**Efficient System**

Installing an irrigation system instead of using a traditional sprinkler can save money, and water, over time because it uses water efficiently. When watering flower beds or gardens, use soaker hoses or drip irrigation to prevent over-watering. Using an outdoor water timer, to water the right amount, at the right time of day will also increase efficiency. Be sure to water a lawn separately from other plants and do not water pavement or compacted soil. Also water early in the morning to reduce evaporation and, during a dry season, allow an established lawn to go dormant, watering only once a month.

Tips on efficient irrigation systems can be found in the Resources section.
Landscaping

Plant Material

The majority of the land area on a private lot is filled with plant material. Due to the size of the area, plant material can have a major impact on the environment and, therefore, should be a major consideration for the lot owner.

Design Your Space

Knowing how you want to use outdoor space is the first step to finding the right plant material. Consult a professional landscape designer or do some research on plant material. Make a list of uses for the lawn or yard and how much space those uses will need. Keep these things in mind when deciding how you want to use your yard. Ideas on landscape design are in the Resources section.

Use Native Plants

Native plants are those that originated in a certain geographic area. These benefit the environment because they do not require much maintenance such as fertilizer, excess water, and resist damage from freezing, drought, and diseases. Using plants from local growers saves energy use and other environmental impacts, these plants are also adapted to local environmental conditions and may require less care and maintenance than those that are not. The U.S. Green Building Council recommends to “work with local cooperative extension services or native plant societies to select indigenous and well-adapted plant species for site restoration and landscaping.” The Kansas Native Plant Society has a website that has several resources regarding native plants.
**Landscaping**

**Use Turf Wisely**

A traditional green lawn can be necessary for recreational uses in a landscape plan, however turf grass can have negative impacts on the environment. Over-watering, over-fertilizing, and improper maintenance can be avoided. Reducing the amount of turf grass used in the lawn can significantly reduce the maintenance, watering and fertilizing costs. Design your lawn to be only large enough for recreational use.

If possible, use a variety of turf such as buffalo grass that uses little water and requires little to no mowing. Where turf grass is used, be sure to maintain it in a proper way. Mowing more frequently when grass is actively growing, but only cutting one-third of the height of the grass minimizes the amount of grass clippings. Leaving the clippings on the lawn makes lawns healthier, acting as a fertilizer.

“Natural-organic” or “slow-release” fertilizers will reduce the amount of pollutants in streams and lakes. Using an environmentally friendly fertilizer correctly can help the environment and you. Less fertilizer means less growth which means the less you have to mow.

When watering the lawn, water for a longer period of time, less frequently. This will moisten the whole root zone and create less water runoff. In the summer, water about one inch every week. For some areas not used as much, let the grass go brown and dormant, watering about once a month; these areas will come back in the fall.
Choosing The Right Plants
The USDA has identified hardiness zones of the United States. These zones are based on conditions in winter which can affect a plant’s ability to survive. **Greensburg, Kansas, is in Zone 6.** When selecting plant material, the plant will have a range of hardiness. Be sure the plant is hardy in Zone 6. For more information on hardiness zones, see the Resources section. Also be aware of the mature size of plants, especially trees and shrubs. Make sure the plant you select will grow to be as large or as small as you picture. Along with size, be sure to pay attention to the plant’s sun, soil, and water needs. Choosing plant material that requires a minimal amount of water will save energy and money.

Invasive Plants
These plants should be avoided because they can jeopardize the survival of native plant material. These weeds should be prevented and removed if present. Refer to the Resources section for a list of Kansas invasive plants.
Surface Water Management

Water is a precious natural resource, therefore rain that falls on the site should be absorbed or collected. A private lot owner can utilize several principles to handle water in an environmentally friendly way.

Design a Permeable Site

When rain or snow falls on a site, it has to go somewhere. The main ideas are to get water back in the ground to recharge groundwater systems and prevent pollution of surface water. Several components can be assessed when dealing with precipitation in an environmentally friendly way at the private lot scale.

Reduce Hard Surfaces

When it rains, water hits hard surfaces and washes off, ending up in a storm water sewer or surface water such as a lake or stream. This “washing” of hard surfaces can be damaging to the environment because it can bring pollutants into the water or cause natural drainage patterns to become unstable. Especially at the community scale, hard surfaces can have very severe effects on the drainage systems around it. For the home owner, this can mean simply reducing the size of driveway, patio or walkways. Implementing a green roof instead of traditional asphalt shingles is another option to reduce hard surfaces. More information on green roofs can be found in under “Building Envelope” in section 7: Building Passive Systems Design, of this document.

Use Permeable Paving

Instead of installing a traditional hard surface patio, consider using permeable pavers. These have the same aesthetic as traditional brick pavers but are able to absorb rain water and put it back in the ground instead of allowing it to runoff. This reduces pollution of surface water and recharges ground water. It also alleviates flooding by slowing the rate of stormwater runoff. For more information on permeable paving, see the Resources section.
Rain Collection
Collecting and using rain water is an excellent way to save money on irrigation water. There are many products that allow a homeowner to collect water that runs off a roof to be stored and used, most easily, for watering lawns and gardens. Because rain is naturally soft, plants will respond very well to rain water. These rain barrels are relatively inexpensive and most rely on gravity and do not require mechanical pumps to use. Most have the basic parts of a downspout, a plastic barrel, cover of some kind, and a spigot. For more information on these products and their application, refer to the Resources section.

Utilize Rain Gardens
Rain gardens are gardens that contain plants that will live in wet conditions. These plants are usually native to an area. The garden will hold water for a short period of time after it rains and soak up the water, putting it back into the ground. For more information, see the EPA’s website in the Resource section. Designing your own rain garden can seem like a large task, however there are several resources to guide you. These are listed in the Resource section.
Influence of Solar Angles

Landscape Application for Solar Energy

Besides the building’s relationship to the sun, the landscape and spaces around the building can compliment and enhance the home’s ability to take advantage of, or block, solar heat. The following are ways to block summer sun and utilize winter sun. Utilize deciduous trees, or those that lose their leaves in the fall for summer sun shading effects and for winter sun penetration as shown in the following images.64

Install lighter colored paved areas to reflect the sun’s rays. This is most effective for buildings up to two stories high. On the cool north side of a building a light colored fence or wall and a light colored, smooth paving may help reflect sunlight into the area and make it lighter and warmer.64
Influence of Solar Angles

On the east side of a structure, the sun is low in the sky and transmits little radiant heat, the morning hours are usually under heated in the winter, and can be overheated in the summer. Plants such as low deciduous trees that block or filter sun only in the summer are desirable on the east and northeast, though trees that filter sun rather than block it are best.

On the south side, the sun’s angles vary greatly from winter to summer. The high summer sun can be blocked by planting tall, dense trees very close to the house. If this tree is deciduous, it will not block winter sun. An over-hanging roof, arbor, or pergola covered with a deciduous vine can also serve to block summer sun and allow winter sun.

The western side of a site receives sun at a low angle. The late afternoon hours are usually too hot in the summer. The sun should be blocked in the summer and, depending on the climate, may need tempering in winter. A combination of short evergreens and deciduous plants planted close to the home on the west and northwest will filter late afternoon sun in winter and provide complete screening in summer.

To the north, screening the sun is not necessary. The goal here is to provide a slight windbreak without blocking desired light. Ground covers and turf grass absorb radiation and should be planted close to a structure to keep a relatively even temperature throughout the day.
Influence of Wind

Plant Material to Control Wind

Using plant material to guide or block winds can benefit a site by directing cold winter winds away from the structure and cool summer breezes towards it. “It is more challenging to design a landscape to control wind than to control sun because strategies to control wind must contend with plantings already established to use or screen sun.”

In a case where summer and winter winds come from different directions, landscape plans can easily accommodate both needs. However, when both come from the same direction, it must be decided which takes priority. This is usually related to energy bill savings. If your heating bill in the winter is higher than your air conditioning use in the summer, plan the landscape to block winter winds.

A general plan to block cold winds is to establish a barrier of tall dense plantings close to and upwind of the building. This windbreak diverts wind over the structure. The disadvantage of this is it blocks sunlight. To permit sunlight to reach the home and manage wind as well, create distant, sparse windbreaks planted upwind of the structure.

Trees and shrubs planted in rows are better than those planted in clusters, and those planted singly are useless for wind control. Windscreens should be oriented perpendicular to the wind direction not to compass points, but because of a temperate climate where wind is secondary to sun control, wind control will follow the same format used to resolve sun management, by compass direction.
Influence of Wind

When winds blow from the east, they should be blocked without shutting out solar radiation. "This is done by placing tall trees with loose foliage two to five tree lengths away from the house. Ideal plantings do not prevent the radiation of the low winter sun from reaching living areas, yet still temper wintry blasts." To reduce the impact of cold gusts further, well-maintained high-crowned trees, such as Norway maple, are placed close to the house on the east side. These trees further deflect wind which has already been calmed by the taller plants and they do not interfere with the radiation of the low morning sun.

When controlling southern winds it is desirable to plant a row of trees with sparse foliage some distance from the structure to filter winds. Because low winter afternoon sun is needed to bring warmth, wind blocks must not be so high that they obstruct the sun. In general, most common deciduous trees should be placed two to six times their mature height from the building to be protected. A tree close to the house on the southern side is desirable for deflecting winds over the structure, as long as it is a well-maintained, tall specimen or it will block the winter sun.

A strategy for the western side is much like that of the eastern side. Planting tall trees with loose foliage away from the house or dense species close to the house is ideal. Denser plantings can be used north of west and thinner, higher canopied plants are preferred south of west.

To control wind on the north side is easier than others because there is no solar conflict. Dense coniferous, or evergreen trees close to the home are best because they provide maximum shelter immediately downwind of the planting.

When summer breezes are needed, as in southern regions of the temperate zone, different strategies can be employed. The goal becomes to encourage breezes toward the building. As this funnel narrows, velocity increases, making the act more effective. It should be noted that elaborate wind tunnels are complicated to design.
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Solar Strategies

Wind channeling

Building Envelope

Interior & Exterior Spatial Organization
The sun is the most powerful of all passive design resources. If solar energy is harnessed effectively, a building can maintain a comfortable indoor temperature year round without electricity. In the winter, this means letting the sun in, and in the summer keeping sun out. In Greensburg, the sun will strike the earth at an 85 degree angle in the summer time and a 25 degree angle in the winter. Your architect can utilize this angle to determine appropriate placement of windows and shading structures (eaves, screens, decks, etc) for optimum solar gain (top). The placement of your home on the lot in relationship to surrounding buildings is also heavily influenced by solar angles. Check with your designer to ensure that in the winter when the sun is low your home will not lie in the shadow of surrounding structures (bottom).
Solar Strategies

The following description explains the heating and cooling needs of Dodge City, Kansas. Dodge City is at approximately the same latitude as Greensburg, therefore the needs are similar. This description also displays the benefit of passive solar use on a private lot.

Dodge City, Kansas
Latitude: 37°46' N
Sun hours/year: 3,219
Degree Days/year: 5,046
Avg. wind speed: 13.2 mph

Heating need: Heating is required from September through June, with 57% of the total heating need occurring in December, January, and February. Normal low in January is 19°F, with extreme lows to −5°F.

*In a thermally efficient house, solar heating can provide 99% of the total heating requirement,* with the solar contribution ranging from 98% in December to 100% February through November.

Cooling need: Relative humidity and temperature are above the comfort range about 50% of the time in June, July, and August, with humidity averaging 43% to 46% in July and August, and temperature averaging a high of 91°F. Extreme high temperatures to 109°F.

*In a thermally efficient house, cooling needs can be satisfied naturally* by a combination of shading from summer sun and winds admitted to the building at a speed of 6 miles per hour. However, winds at this speed may cause discomfort to residents simply because of the rapidity of air movement.

Source 67
Wind Channeling

In today’s world of high-tech heating and cooling systems, an increasing number of buildings include windows that do not open at all. However, there are many ways to harness the power of the wind for indoor cooling. Openings such as windows and doors that are placed to provide a clear entry and exit for wind are a good place to start. This strategy is called cross ventilation. Stack ventilation is another strategy, relying on hot air rising through openings high in the wall or roof, keeping spaces cool.

A good general rule to follow when designing a home in Greensburg is to keep the openings in the building on the predominantly Southern side of the building and keep the Northwest side of the building generally closed. This technique will provide the maximum ventilation in the summer while providing higher insulation values to the side of the building that will be hit with the chilly winter winds.

You can use this knowledge of winter and summer wind patterns to your advantage with the placement of your home on the site as well. By partially digging the home into the site in areas of winter wind and providing maximum exposure to the South you can also see an energy savings.
Wind Channeling

Cross-Ventilation Plans

Stack Ventilation Sections

A. Tall Rooms
B. Tall Room at Edge
C. Tall Room Within
D. Dedicated Stacks
E. Stair as Stack

Room Organization Strategies That Facilitate Both Cross and Stack Ventilation

Source 3
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Wind Channeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Building Envelope

There are many strategies that can be employed through the building envelope to provide energy savings to a home. **Earth integration** is a strategy that uses the stable temperature of the ground to cool in the summer and heat in the winter. Similarly, the use of **thermal mass** can provide heating and cooling to a space by absorbing the sun’s energy during the day and releasing it at night. In the summer months, the mass will cool at night and radiate the coolness throughout the day. Thermal mass can be any dense material that the sun strikes, such as concrete or even water (see diagram at right). The process of using daytime heat to radiate warmth at night and night coolness to cool spaces during the day is called the **flywheel effect**.

The other major strategy for the building envelope that will provide maximum levels of energy savings is a high level of insulation in all enclosures. Insulation is measured by either its ‘R’ or ‘U’ value. Your design team can evaluate these values for you. Although insulation can be a costly investment it will pay for itself quickly.

Greensburg is in insulation zone 2. Therefore, a minimum recommended ‘R-Value’ of insulation for the ceiling is 26, walls 19, and floor 19. \(^5\)
**Building Envelope**

Another creative approach to the building envelope is the use of unconventional materials to save energy. A **white roof** (bottom center) has a high level of reflectivity which can keep a house much cooler in summer months. A **green roof** (bottom right), or planted roof can insulate your house while providing habitat for birds and insects. In the summer, the thick leaves will shade your home from the sun and the plants will transpire, further cooling the area through evapotranspiration. In the winter months, the foliage will die away allowing maximum sun into skylights and to strike and warm the roof. The same principles work for a **green wall** (right). To keep your green walls and roofs low maintenance, be sure they are planted with native grasses or other regionally adapted vegetation that will not require water beyond that which nature delivers. To shade windows and skylights beyond the use of overhangs, **louvers** and shutters can diffuse light and reduce heat gain in the summer (lower left).
Building Envelope
Perhaps the number one strategy one can employ to reduce the cost of heating and cooling their home is compact design. Eliminating extra square footage will decrease heating and cooling bills, and make cleaning house go faster too. A small home can feel much larger than it really is if it feels ‘open.’ This open feeling can be achieved by limiting the use of full height walls and maintaining a visual connection to the outside. Outdoor rooms can also double the usable space of your home without increasing your budget. Grouping spaces according to use can help as well. Consider placing your garage to the Northwest side as a buffer against cold winter winds. Locate living spaces on the south side where they can be warmed by the sun during the day. The diagram to the right further explains these principles. Another technique to consider is using earth integration on the Northwest side of your home to block out winds and use thermal mass to maintain a constant temperature.
“Safe Rooms”

You may choose to incorporate a space in your home to protect you from future severe weather events. This space will be most effective if built below ground, however an interior space on the first floor or a concrete slab can work as well. Below ground rooms should be protected from flooding, as severe storms also can bring flash floods. To function effectively the room should be anchored to resist overturning and uplift. The structure of the room and its connections must be strong enough to resist the wind and debris is may bring with it. The room’s structure should also be separated from the house’s structure so that in the event of serious damage to the home, the safe room will not be compromised. The room pictured at left can be built for around $1000.00, however prefabricated options also exist for around $4,000.00.
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Design and Select all Building Systems to Meet Energy Targets

Choose Environmentally Sensitive Structural Materials

Design for Reuse

Design Wastewater Systems

Design Water Heating Systems

Lighting Design

Mechanical Design

On-site Power Generation

Finalize Building Systems Design
Design and select all Building Systems to Meet Energy Targets

Hopefully when you made your building program you made some energy targets for your new home. Now is the time to make sure they come to fruition. Your engineers should be able to offer you a detailed simulation of your energy performance in almost every category imaginable, from lighting to refrigeration. As you go through this section of the booklet designing systems, be sure each one meets the criteria for energy you specified. This make take several rounds of revising levels of insulation, performance of systems, etc. This is one area where having an integrated design team really pays off, as the architects and engineers can collaborate to solve problems relating to energy use through the energy simulation.
Choose environmentally sensitive structural materials

The construction of your house is among the most important features of your home. Most homes in the United States are made of steel, lumber, and/or aluminum framing. However, there are many more structural options. Salvaged lumber is one way to save money and the environment. The use of local or renewable materials is another way to go green. Strawbale houses (below) are extremely strong, fire resistant structures that can easily be made in the Midwest. In some cases, glulam beams may be suggested as a potential sustainable structure for your home. However, before selecting processed wood materials, discuss the effects they may have on air quality in your home. Some heavily treated products can “off gas” making the air in your home toxic. Look for “low-VOC” products to avoid these problems.
Design for Re-use

A growing trend in design is to consider the future of your home in 50 years or more. Flexible design will ensure that your spaces will be usable for other people and purposes. Consider whether your design is suitable for a handicapped person or someone with small children. In addition, design for disassembly, such as bolting instead of welding steel, allows for materials to be recycled into other projects in the event of demolition. Features such as these could provide a higher resale value for your house down the road. In addition, design for re-use makes renovation and/or expansion projects will be much easier.
Design Wastewater Systems

As residents of Southwestern Kansas, I am sure you are already aware that water conservation is very important. There are many ways to reduce your use of potable, or drinkable water, through ‘recycling’ water into other uses. A living machine purifies household wastewater using nothing but plants. The water can then be used for flushing toilets and irrigation. An easier strategy to provide irrigation is harvesting rainwater off of roofs and other surfaces into cisterns. For more information rainwater harvesting refer to Section 6: Site Design.

Another strategy to reduce water consumption is to install low-flow fixtures and appliances throughout your home. These days, if a fixture deals with water, it probably has a conservation option. Low-flow toilets, sink faucets, dishwashers, and clothes washers can be easily found at most home improvement stores today. Once again, small changes such as these will save you money on your water bill and help your local community combat drought conditions.
Design Water Heating Systems

Solar hot water systems are a combination of passive and active systems. The sun is used to heat water in tubes placed on the roof or another south facing surface. This hot water is then pumped to the outside of a pre-heat hot water tank where it conductively heats the water inside the tank. A secondary electric hot water tank can then finish heating the water to 120 degrees if the sun is not hot enough each day. This system requires little maintenance and can greatly lower energy use.
Lighting Design

The design of interior lighting not only saves energy but significantly changes the quality of the spaces in a home. Daylighting or the use of natural sunlight in a home is the easiest way to save money on electric lighting. Providing views to the outside can also make your home a more psychologically comfortable place to live. However, to save money on electric lighting at night, you have to get a bit more creative. Try using energy saving fixtures, such as compact florescent light bulbs. Also, provide dimmers and other lighting control mechanisms that allow you to adjust light levels to save energy. Carefully consider your placement of area, task, and accent lighting.

You may also want to consider how much light you are shining outside at night. Dark Sky is a nationwide program that strives to reduce light pollution to preserve views of the stars and protect the health of nocturnal animals. Shielding exterior lights from shining upwards and minimizing light escaping from your home at night through screens and directional lighting can accomplish dark sky’s goals.
Mechanical Design

Mechanical systems are usually those within your home that provide heating and cooling. By working closely with your mechanical engineer, determine the needs your home will have in terms of the size of your mechanical systems. It is important to size it correctly because an oversized mechanical system wastes energy and up front costs, but one that is too small will not adequately heat and cool your home, and will probably wear out much quicker. Discuss the option of high efficiency heating and cooling equipment with your engineer, as well as systems control technology that can keep your rooms more comfortable according to each user’s preferences. Also, be sure your engineer has designed an adequate level of fresh air intake in the system, and that the intake is located away from pollutants such as car exhaust.

If you opted to use solar hot water systems, perhaps using a radiant heating system is a good option. A radiant heat system will pump the hot water from the roof through pipes in your floor. Using just the electricity to run the pump you can heat your entire home! Another option is ground source heat pumps. Playing on the same idea as earth integration, ground source heat pumps use the stable temperature of the ground to heat or cool air that is then circulated into the home.
On-site Power Generation

If you have ever dreamed of watching your electricity meter spin backwards, then this is the section for you. Through exciting advances in solar and wind technologies, you can begin to generate energy at your home quietly and sustainably. If you produce more energy than you use, the electric company will buy it back from you. Unfortunately, the wind doesn’t blow nor does the sun shine all the time, so there will be times when you have to buy some of that energy back. While it is unlikely that you will actually make a profit from your power technology, you could reduce your energy bill to just a few dollars a month. Wind energy is especially viable in Kansas and there are many technologies that are making it quieter and safer all the time. Windterra’s vertical turbine (bottom right) operates at slower speed to reduce associated noise and vibration.\(^\text{17}\) Solar power is a more expensive option but is easier to integrate into the design of your home. Today solar panels, or photovoltaics come in all shapes and sizes, from shingles to clear skylight sections.
Finalize Building Systems Design

At this point in the design process the hard work is done. But before moving on to the fun of selecting materials and finishes, there is one last step to be completed. You must take all the data from your new systems designs and run them through the energy simulation model one last time. This documentation will help you evaluate how well you met your original energy performance targets. It can also give you an idea of how much energy your house should be using each month. This information can help you detect a problem with your building’s systems early and save you money. In addition, if Greensburg adopts a Greensburg Green home rating system, this information could be helpful in attaining tax incentives which means even more money saved. If the energy simulation isn’t what you hoped, don't fret, just speak with your design team about how things can be adjusted to meet your goals.
9 Interior Finishes and Appliances
Reduce Internal Building Loads

Use Sustainable Materials

Ensure Indoor Air is Free of Pollution
Reduce Internal Building Loads

Specify appliances and fixtures that are energy and water efficient and do not produce much waste heat as a consequence. Water and energy efficient dishwashers and clothes washers are becoming more and more common. To save space, try a stacking washer and dryer set. Clothes dryers also now come with centrifugal technology that can greatly increase efficiency. Identify the amount of refrigerator and freezer space you really need and purchase accordingly. Refrigerators can be huge energy hogs, so look for the Energy Star® rating before you buy. Microwaves, ovens, and ranges should all also come with Energy Star® certifications. That is the easiest way to ensure your purchase will be good for the environment, and good for your wallet. Also, look for light fixtures that do not give off much heat. LED lights are a great example of a ‘cool’ light source.
Use Sustainable Materials

Use materials that are designed to be recycled, reused, or are recycled or reused. If using a freshly harvested resource, ensure that it is sustainable. Local materials are also considered sustainable because excess energy is not used to transport goods long distances. A good example of a recycled material is enviroglas tile. This beautiful material is made of 100% recycled glass and porcelain (right). It is also sustainable because it is highly durable and will not have to be replaced as often as its lesser counterparts. Another surprising material to look into is paperstone. This new product can be used to create recycled, elegant countertops. Look for creative ways to incorporate recycled materials into your home. Perhaps you have always wanted a claw foot bathtub, or love old doors. Check out salvage yards in the area to see if you can locate some items that speak to you.

A few good examples of sustainable flooring are cork (lower left and center) and bamboo (lower right). They are considered sustainable because they grow fast enough to be harvested in ten years or less. And like their hardwood counterparts, cork and bamboo come in any color, texture, and dimension you can imagine.
Ever wonder what gives a new car that “new car smell?” Well, the case of a car is probably much different than a home, but in a home that well loved smell is something to avoid. Some houses are made of materials that “off gas,” or breakdown over time releasing unhealthy substances into the air. To combat this, look for materials and finishes that are low- or no-VOC (Volatile Organic Compound). Paints are a common source of VOC’s, however low-VOC paints cost about the same amount as their polluting counterparts so they are an easy change to make. Check the details on all the protective finishes, adhesives, and sealants you specify to make sure they are low-VOC, as well as exclude other materials from your home that could put you at risk.

Also consider your family’s needs when specifying materials. If you have small children who will be crawling on the floor a softer material such as cork or carpet could be a good way to go. Or does someone in your family have severe allergies? In this scenario a hard flooring surface and smooth walls will allow easier cleaning and less collection of particulate matter.
10 Plan Permitting and Approval
After the completion of your construction documents they may have to be approved by the city for code compliance and aesthetic considerations. Upon approval by the city, a building permit must be purchased. According to the Greensburg, KS website, “All building permits are $35 and can be obtained at the Building Codes and Permits office at City Hall. Any questions can be directed to the Building Codes Department at 723-2751.”

For more information go to: http://greensburgks.org/resident/rebuilding
11 Construction
The construction process can be very damaging to the environment of your site. To minimize the destruction of existing plants, wildlife, and soil, ensure your contractor has developed and instituted an erosion control plan. In some cases, the homeowner may elect to have the topsoil on the site removed and stored during the construction process. Furthermore, identify any trees or other plants you would like to preserve and have them marked to protect them from construction damage. For more information on landscape conservation, please refer to Section 6: Site Design.

Once construction on your home has been completed, ask to have the heating and cooling system flushed with air to remove contaminants such as dust and allergens from the interior. This process typically takes a day or two and requires air being circulated through the home at high pressure.

Construction sites produce large amounts of building waste. Discuss a recycling plan with your builder to reduce the amount of waste going to landfills and save money on disposal fees. Depending on what types of materials you are using, you might even get a little money back from the recycling center. Copper and aluminum are in high demand from recycling centers nationwide.
12 Occupation and Maintenance
Congratulations! At this point in the booklet you will be free to move in and begin enjoying your hard work on your new home. To ensure optimum performance and life of this valuable investment, proper and prompt maintenance will be required. Maintain accurate records of any and all work done on the property or its systems, as well as the manuals for all of the systems in place. This will help determine an appropriate course of action for future problems with the home. Tracking your electric, gas, water use is another way to diagnose a problem with systems in your home. A drastic decrease in energy efficiency from seasonally comparable months, such as average Januaries’ in two different years, is a good sign your systems need a checkup.

In many cases, systems will have specific maintenance needs, such as replacing air filters in your heating and cooling system every 3 months. Other maintenance requirements will be self-evident, however attention to detail is important. For example, when a light bulb burns...
Proper Maintenance Can Extend The Life of Your Home

out it may be tempting to use whatever bulbs you have handy to replace it. However, it is important to use the bulb that was specified to be used in the fixture, or fire-hazard, glare, or energy waste could occur.

Often times the appearance of the home alone is enough to signal the need for maintenance. For example, peeling paint can forewarn a rot problem. Similarly, cracks in walls are signs of settling and potential foundation problems. However, other pests, such as termites, are seemingly invisible. Have your home checked regularly by an exterminator and take corrective action in the event of a problem.

It may also be helpful to keep up to date with new technologies that could be of benefit to home. For example, solar power may not be an economical choice for you at this point in time, but in ten years the technology may have advanced enough to make it a good investment.
Resources:

Greensburg Websites:
The Official Website of Greensburg, KS
http://greensburgks.org/

Greensburg GreenTown
http://www.greensburggreentown.org/

Home Energy Efficiency Rating Systems:

United States Government Energy Star Rating System
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=home.index

United States Green Building Council LEED Certification

BC MFCR Green Buildings Checklist
GBBC Performance Targets for Pilot Projects
New York City High Performance Building Guidelines
Santa Monica’s Green Building Guidelines
Green Building Information Council (GBIC)
NRCan’s Office of Energy Efficiency
AIBC’s Resources
Environmental Building News
Center of Excellence for Sustainable Development

Case Study Buildings:

WBDG - Whole Building Design Guide
http://www.wbdg.org/index.php

British Columbia Green Building Case Study Series
Green Building Challenge 2000
Advanced Buildings, Technologies and Practices
Visions, Tools and Targets
MEI Case Studies of Green Buildings
Committee on the Environment (COTE)’s Home Page
‘Green’ Prefabricated Housing:

Living Homes
http://www.livinghomes.net/primer.html

Michelle Kaufmann Designs
http://www.mkd-arc.com/

miniHome
http://sustain.ca/

JoT House
http://www.jothouse.com/

For an extensive list of other prefabricated housing, please visit:
http://www.fabprefab.com/fabfiles/fablisthome.htm
and
http://www.scrapbookscrapbook.com/DAC-ART/modular-kit-houses.html

Sustainable Materials:

Heartland Green Sheets: Recycled-content building products in the American Heartland
http://heartlandgreensheets.org/index.html

GVRD’s Construction/Demolition Recycling Program
Design Guide—Salvaged Building Materials in New Construction
EcoSmart Concrete Project

Site Analysis:

Kansas Drought Watch
http://ks.water.usgs.gov/Kansas/waterwatch/drought/

Kansas Flood Watch
http://ks.water.usgs.gov/Kansas/waterwatch/flood/
Ogallala Aquifer
HTTP://WWW.NPWD.ORG/NEW_PAGE_2.HTM
and
HTTP://WWW.WATERENCYCLOPEDIA.COM/Oc-Po/Ogallala-Aquifer.html
and
HTTP://WWW.IITAP.IASTATE.EDU/GCCOURSE/ISSUES/SOCIETY/OGALLALA/OGALLALA.HTM

**Soil:**

Tilling or Aerating Compacted Soil
HTTP://WWW.HGTVCCLASSIFIEDS.COM/HGTV/GL_SOIL_WATER_OTHER/ARTICLE/0,1785,HGTV_3635_3305723,00.HTML

Erosion Control Products
HTTP://WWW.NAGREEN.COM/INSTALLATION/INDEX.HTML

Compost Piles
HTTP://WWW.EMA.GOV/EPADIVER/NON-HW/COMPOSTING/BY_COMPOST.HTM

Compost Bins
HTTP://WWW.RECYCLING-REVOLUTION.COM/COMPOST-BINS.HTML

NRCS Tips on Mulching
HTTP://WWW.NRCS.USDA.GOV/FEATURE/BACKYARD/MULCHING.HTML

Organic Fertilizers
HTTP://WWW.EXTREMELYGREEN.COM/FERTILIZERGUIDE.CFM

**Landscaping:**

Organic Pesticides
HTTP://WWW.ORGANICPESTICIDES.COM
HTTP://WWW.ESORTMENT.COM/HOMEMADEORGANI_RENU.HTM

EPA “Read the Label First” Campaign
Efficient Irrigation Systems

Ideas on Landscape Design
HTTP://WWW.HGTV.COM/HGTV/GL_LANDSCAPINGDESIGN

Kansas Native Plants
HTTP://WWW.KANSASNATIVEPLANTSOCIETY.ORG

Hardiness Zones
HTTP://WWW.USNA.USDA.GOV/HARDZONE/HZM-SM1.HTML

Kansas Invasive Plants
HTTP://WWW.KANSASNATIVEPLANTSOCIETY.ORG/INVASIVE_PLANTS.HTM

Surface Water Management:

Permeable Paving
HTTP://WWW.FORESTER.NET/SW_0203_GREEN.HTML
HTTP://WWW.GREENWORKS.TV/STORMWATER/POROUSPAVEMENT.HTM

Permeable Paver Products
HTTP://WWW.ADVANCEDPAVEMENT.COM/index.htm
HTTPS://WWW.EPHENRY.COM/HomeOwner/Product.asp?Product_ID=79
HTTP://WWW.SCOTTSDALEAZ.GOV/Asset7396.aspx

Rain Collection Products
HTTP://RAINBARRELGUIDE.COM/

Rain Water Collection
HTTP://WWW.NSF.ORG/CONSUMER/RAINWATER_COLLECTION/indexasp?PROGRAM=WaterTre

Rain Gardens
http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/menueofbmps/index.cfm?action=browse&Rbutton=detail&bmp=72

Designing Rain Gardens
http://www.lowimpactdevelopment.org/raingarden_design/how2designraingarden.htm
and
http://www.rainkc.com/

Resources
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